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AER LINGUS TAKES OFF WITH JANUARY SALE

FREE NOW DRIVES AWAY THE JANUARY BLUES

ELECTRIC IRELAND’S SUSTAINABLY POWERED BILLBOARD

GET STUCK IN WITH JUST EAT
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Electric Ireland unveiled its new brand campaign for 2020 entitled
‘We’re Brighter Together’, as the energy provider commits to drive
awareness and empower customers to maximise energy efficiency.
To reinforce the campaign, Electric Ireland launched an innovative
OOH special.
To facilitate the special, Electric Ireland hosted a staff spin class with
the energy expended in that class collected via a high-tech battery
pack. The energy generated was then used to power low energy
lighting on a 48 Sheet in Rathmines for an entire two-week period.
Complementing the TV spot featuring astronaut Colonel Chris
Hadfield, the OOH campaign featured a satellite view of Ireland lit up
at night, with bright spots representing the energy of millions of homes
and businesses seen from above.

PEDAL TO POSTER: ELECTRIC IRELAND’S
SUSTAINABLY POWERED BILLBOARD

Planned by teams in Spark Foundry and PML, the campaign ran on
several roadside formats nationwide to raise awareness and inspire
audiences to be part of the change. Creative was produced by
Rothco with the special supplied by Eclipse Media.
Jennifer Prendergast, Senior Account Manager in PML commenting
on the campaign said; “We’re delighted to aid the launch of Electric
Ireland’s new campaign. Adding an impactful element like a special
build strengthens the ‘We’re Brighter Together’ message in a
compelling way that underpins Electric Ireland’s dedication to a
brighter energy future.”
Sarah Moore, Head of Marketing Communications, Electric Ireland
added the “We’re Brighter Together” campaign is an expression of our
collective ambition and actions for a brighter energy future and this
outdoor special is a real embodiment of the new campaign, with the
combined efforts of our team powering it.
Jessica King, Business Director in Spark Foundry added; “OOH is
a powerful platform which we recognised as a key channel for the
campaign launch to achieve cut through at a crucial time of year. The
first of its kind, the OOH special was an amazing way for Electric
Ireland to lead by example on sustainability and allowed the campaign
to extend beyond the screen and bring it to life in the real world.”

L-R: Pat Cassidy & Jennifer Prendergast (PML), Sarah Moore (Electric Ireland), Jessica King
(Spark Foundry), Lisa Buckley (Electric Ireland), Megan Keenan (Spark Foundry)

Media: Spark Foundry - Creative: Rothco
OOH Agency: PML
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AER LINGUS TAKES OFF WITH
JANUARY SALE
Aer Lingus took to OOH this month for the promotion of its annual January seat sale.
The airline integrated predefined temperature, weather and countdown triggers into its selected digital
formats via our Liveposter platform. Using tailored copy for the triggers, contextual messages targeting
audiences included “Deep Freeze/Warm Breeze and Winter Chills/Sunny Thrills.”
A dynamic countdown rounded out the final days of the campaign as the digital screens ticked down to the
end of the sale. Live for a four-day period, the countdown helped create urgency and prompt onlookers to
browse the winter deals before it was too late.
Media: Carat - Creative: Rothco - OOH Agency: PML
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FREE NOW was helping customers beat the
January blues after launching a competition for its
users with four holidays worth €5,000 each up for
grabs.
To promote the giveaway, FREE NOW revealed an
all dancing OOH special as part of its promotional
campaign.
Replicating the original creative, the 48 Sheet
special build, located on Macken Street, saw a 2D
version of FREE NOW’s hula girl placed front and
centre. Subtle movement incorporated into the
special saw the hula girl sway from side to side.
In addition to the special, 48 Sheets, Metropoles
and Bus Shelters in Ireland’s main cities highlighted
the competition and encouraged an uplift in trips
and sign ups. The more trips you take the better
chance you have of winning.

FREE NOW DRIVES AWAY THE JANUARY BLUES

Laura Duignam, Account Executive in PML
commented; “For the launch of FREE NOW’s
January campaign, we wanted to turn heads and
attract attention from commuters and passers-by
in a busy area. The FREE NOW special delivers
not only reach and awareness but also delivers on
impact and engagement.”
Media: Vizeum - Creative: Rothco
OOH Agency: PML - Special Build: Eclipse 3D

L-R: Ivan Eustace (Vizeum), Laura Duignam (PML), Lisa Temple (JCDecaux),
Pat Cassidy (PML), Luke Sheridan (Free Now), Aisling Chubb (Rothco)
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GET STUCK IN WITH JUST EAT
The cultural phenomenon that is Love Island is back with its first ever winter series as its popularity
continues to grow and grow.
To celebrate its sponsorship of the new series, Just Eat launched a heavyweight campaign on OOH
to promote its exclusive Love Island competition in a bid to continue building affinity with a younger
demographic.
A huge variety of OOH formats hosted the promotion with the opportunity to win trip for 2 to South Africa
by ordering through the Just Eat app.
Planning was optimised through the analysis of Locomizer affinity groups (fast food and women 1835) enabling hot spot targeting of these segments within the broader target audience. These Insights
were derived from travel patterns of those who spend time in and around category POIs generated from
geospecific anonymised mobile app data.
Media: UM - Creative: Bloom - OOH Agency: PML
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G U E S T

A R T I C L E

UNDERESTIMATE THE POWER OF DYNAMIC
DIGITAL OUT OF HOME AT YOUR PERIL

Stephen Whyte, Global President, Posterscope

Recent media forecasts from sources such as GroupM have forecast slow but continued growth in
advertising expenditure in 2020. In these reports, out of home, and more specifically, digital out of home
(DOOH), has been identified as one of the main beneficiaries of this growth.
This very positive outlook for the OOH medium reflects its increasing importance as a ‘real world’
counterpoint to powerful and addressable digital channels, so it’s somewhat ironic that the use of dynamic
content in DOOH is so under-developed in comparison with those digital channels.
The ability to deploy truly dynamic content across thousands of high quality, networked digital screens is
the most significant step forward for OOH since the arrival of those digital screens well over a decade
ago. But clients, agencies and media owners around the world are still significantly under-estimating or
overlooking the potential of dynamic DOOH.
Even in markets as developed as the UK and the USA, media spend on dynamically-enabled digital out of
home represents just eight per cent and just less than five per cent respectively, of all DOOH campaigns.
We are frequently told that there is a substantial appetite for innovation among marketers and business
leaders. In the Global Digital Outlook Study by SoDA and Forrester Research last year, business leaders
identified “brand differentiation through innovation” and “adopting emerging technology before our
competitors do” as the most important strategic factors driving success for their businesses. And then
there’s the ever-increasing need for greater speed. Forrester’s research revealed that 63 per cent of
senior marketers thought that producing and publishing content more quickly was a major priority for their
business.

an incredible 48 per cent.
So why are marketers, agencies and media owners ignoring the undeniable impact of dynamic digital out
of home. Is it too complex to understand or perceived as too expensive to activate? Is there just too little
awareness and understanding its benefits? And has enough been done to standardise digital content
management systems in order to simplify and speed up the technology connections?
All of these factors probably apply to some extent but, whatever the reasons, the industry needs to come
together to overcome them and to be much, more active in promoting dynamic to both agencies and
advertisers.
Dynamic content can change the way advertisers view and use out of home and attract new clients to the
medium, ultimately generating growth. It provides fantastic creative opportunities, leads to award-winning
work and increases the attention that our medium attracts. Most importantly, it transforms advertising
effectiveness, delivering substantial uplifts in ROI.
Whilst we may have under-estimated its potential and importance so far, it’s not too late to put that right. It’s
absolutely in our power to grasp the opportunity more effectively from here on.

Dynamic DOOH delivers across all of these factors. It enables new advertising content to be published
instantly, in real time and as often as the data and circumstances require. It provides greater consumer
and contextual relevance which is proven to drive uplift in impact. Above all, it delivers significantly greater
advertising performance and effectiveness.
At Posterscope, we studied a total of 20 of our campaigns between 2015 and 2018 and conducted a total
of nearly 14,000 respondent interviews to analyse the performance difference between dynamic digital
and standard digital activity for all of these campaigns. The results are remarkable in terms of the effects
on both brand and memorability measures. Brand consideration increased on average by 34 per cent and
spontaneous ad awareness by an astonishing 85 per cent. The overall impact on key brand measures
was an uplift of 36 per cent, and on campaign memorability of 60 per cent. Combining the effects on both
brand and memorability measures, the increase in overall ad effectiveness across these 20 campaigns was
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O U T

W I T H . . .

Pat Mannion, Commercial Director, JCDecaux
Out With is our series that delves into the Outdoor lives of some of the country’s best known media and marketing professionals. This month, we hear from Pat Mannion.
1. Favourite thing to do outdoors
I am involved in coaching an underage GAA team and they are such a great bunch of kids, it keeps
me young! We just got relegated at the end of 2019!
2. Favourite place to shop - Shopping Centre/City Centre
I wouldn’t be the biggest fan of shopping in the world, but it’s hard to say no to a visit to Avoca in
Malahide Castle. A beautiful park to have a walk, and then into Avoca for a mug of coffee.
3. Favourite location for a weekend walk
A fantastic walk at the weekends is up around Howth Head. A good workout for the mind and
the body and the dogs, this walk has the most beautiful views out over Dublin Bay and across to
Ireland’s Eye.
4. Favourite pub for a cosy drink
That is like asking which one is your favourite child! The Palace Bar on Fleet Street is hard to beat.
5. Favourite park to visit
The Phoenix Park. More or less the same place it was when I was a child, I still can’t resist
climbing the steps of the monument any time we visit.
6. Your Hidden Gem
Not so hidden but often overlooked, the Botanic Gardens in Glasnevin, the tea rooms are very
nice too.
7. Favourite roadtrip to take
Through Connemara. When you hit Maam Cross, this place never fails to amaze me, just
breathtaking! Clifden, Killary Fjord, Leenane, a true wonder of the world.

8. Favourite OOH site/location and why
Our 96 Sheet Premiére at Annesley Bridge in Fairview. The redevelopment of this site a few years
back marked the beginning of the end of the global recession for me so it has a special place in
my heart. Plus you can see it from miles away and there are three lanes of heavy traffic passing
by, sure what’s not to love?
9. Favourite sports venue
Croke Park, watching the Dubs! It wasn’t always like it is now, so it’s important to enjoy these
special moments and this very unique team.
10. Favourite Irish beach
Strandhill in Sligo. A beautiful golden sandy beach, nice cafés, lovely welcoming people with lots
of different activities going on all around you in the water and on the beach, a fantastic weekend
getaway.
11. Favourite location for some inspiration
Newgrange in county Meath is a very inspirational place. Older than the pyramids and amazingly
clever in design, the intelligence involved, it must have been built by Dubs passing through!!
12. Favourite mode of transport
My Dad was a train driver and used to sneak us up front with him travelling to and from Belfast in
the days before health and safety was a thing! I haven’t found a better way to travel yet.
13. All-time favourite OOH Campaign
I let this sit for a few days to see what the old memory bank would throw up and there are many
great creative campaigns throughout the history of Irish Out of Home. For me though there is
just one winner and that was the billboard campaign for Bulmers Christmas lights. It ran for many
years and never lost any of its magic.
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New to OOH

GoodBelly

Media: Mindshare
Creative: thynk
OOH Agency: Source out of home

Workhuman

OOH Agency: PML

Gosh!

Media: Open Outdoor
OOH Agency: PML
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Planet OOH

BBC: Dracula after Dark

The Crossing Fence

UK: The best vampire advertising is always more
chilling at night. And BBC Creative has found a fun
way to deliver after-dark scares for its new show
Dracula—with a billboard that looks unsettling in the
daytime, but really gets menacing after the sun sets.

CANADA: As part of its latest campaign to get
drivers to better respect pedestrian crossings,
the Quebec Automobile Insurance Corporation
manufactured a pop-up fence at a crosswalk in
Montreal.

The board uses a technique called shadow art,
where a light cast on objects creates an unexpected
shadow. (Here’s a good primer on the art form.)
For the Dracula ad, the BBC Creative designers
stuck a bunch of bloody stakes—useful, of course,
for vampire slaying—into the left side of the board.
At night, a light shining on the stakes creates a
shadow that looks like the horrific, toothy visage of
Dracula himself.

The prank not only surprised pedestrians and drivers
but also generated a contentious debate on social
media.

Cadbury Dairy Milk: Call
Someone You Love
CANADA: This holiday season Cadbury Dairy Milk
reminded Canadians you to call their mum. The
initiative saw the public invited into a traditional
British phone booth, painted purple and set up in
a busy park. Once inside they could call someone
special, anywhere in the world for free. Upon
hanging the phone booth dispensed a Cadbury
Dairy Milk. People lined up to call their loved ones.
The activation was filmed and amplified on social
(Facebook and YouTube).

Star Trek: Picardilly Circus
UK: The premiere of Amazon Prime Video’s Star
Trek: Picard in London last Wednesday was marked
with a novel event, as a London Underground
station was transformed...into Picardilly Circus.
Normally known as “Piccadilly Circus”, the central
London Tube station displayed special signage with
the new name. The station even replaced some
of its normal announcements with special ones
advising customers to “take care when using stairs,
escalators or transporters” while travelling through
the station.
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DECEMBER 2019 CYCLES 25 - 26

TOP RECALL

TOP RATED

1.

1.
Lidl - Format: 48 Sheet - Media: Mediaworks
Creative: BBDO - OOH Agency: Source out of home

2.
McDonald’s Festive Menu
Format: Bus Shelter
Media: Mediaworks - Creative: Leo Burnett
OOH Agency: Source out of home

Guinness - Format: 48 Sheet - Media: Carat
Creative: AMV BBDO - OOH Agency: Source out of home

3.
Dunnes Stores
Format: 48 Sheet
Media: Carat
OOH Agency: Source out of home

2.
Maxol
Format: Transvision
Media: Mediaworks - Creative: Havas
OOH Agency: Source out of home

3.
An Post
Format: 48 Sheet
Media: Starcom - Creative: JWT Folk
OOH Agency: Source out of home
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TOP CATEGORIES

DECEMBER 2019 CYCLES 25 - 26

€k

€500k €1,000k€1,500k€2,000k€2,500k€3,000k€3,500k€4,000k

Retail Outlets

Soft Drinks

Beers & Ciders

Telecoms

QSRs

Films

Gambling & Lotteries

Media

1 Retail Outlets

€4,047k

6 Films

€969k

2 Soft Drinks

€1,954k

7 Gambling & Lotteries

€948k

3 Beers & Ciders

€1,887k

8 Media

€818k

4 Telecoms

€1,236k

9 Food

€721k

5 QSRs

€992k

Food

Tourism & Travel

Digital

Large

Small

Transport

Ambient

10 Tourism & Travel

€702k

All figures based on display value at rate card.
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TOP CAMPAIGNS

DECEMBER 2019 CYCLES 25 - 26

€k

€200k €400k €600k €800k €1,000k

Lidl
Coca Cola
Dunnes Stores
National Lottery - Millionaire Raffle
Guinness
Candy Crush Friends Saga
An Post
Carlsberg 0.0
Jumanji 2 - Sony Pictures
Cadbury Dairy Milk
Heineken 0.0
National Lottery
Now TV
Vodafone
Lucozade Energy
Digital

Large

All figures based on display value at rate card.

Small

Transport

Ambient

1 Lidl

€1,024k

9 Jumanji 2 - Sony Pictures

2 Coca Cola

€880k

10 Cadbury Dairy Milk

€278k

3 Dunnes Stores

€837k

11 Heineken 0.0

€262k

4 National Lottery - Millionaire Raffle

€685k

12 National Lottery

€256k

5 Guinness

€385k

13 Now TV

€256k

6 Candy Crush Friends Saga

€369k

14 Vodafone

€255k

7 An Post

€319k

15 Lucozade Energy

€250k

8 Carlsberg 0.0

€298k

€284k
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OUT THIS MONTH

OOH Market
Review 2019

COMPETITION

Jarlath Regan – Notions Eleven
Friday 6th March 2020, Vicar Street
Notions Eleven is the new stand up show from the man responsible for the multi-million download
podcast phenomenon Irishman Abroad, and standout tv appearances on Tonight At The Palladium,
Russell Howard’s Good News, How To Win The Eurovision and The Apprentice “You’re Fired”.
For a chance to win a pair of tickets tell us:

What is the name of Jarlath Regan’s podcast?
Irishman Aboard

The Irishman

The Overseas Irish

Send your answers to competitions@pmlgroup.ie

Last Month’s Winner:
Congratulations to Stephen Duggan from Kellogg’s who won two tickets to Gavin James.
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EVENT GUIDE

GUINNESS SIX NATIONS

JANUARY
27th - 14th Mar
28th
30th - 1st
31st

The Lieutenant of Inishmore Tickets

Gaiety Theatre

Strictly Come Dancing: The Live Tour

3Arena

Pat Shortt Presents: Hey!

Olympia Theatre

Jonas Brothers

3Arena

FEBRUARY
1st

Guinness Six Nations: Ireland v Scotland

Aviva Stadium

Guinness Six Nations: Ireland v Scotland Women

Energia Park

Dublin Racing Festival

Leopardstown Racecourse

6th

Riverdance - 25th Anniversary Show

3Arena

8th

Guinness Six Nations: Ireland v Wales

Aviva Stadium

9th

Six Nations: Ireland v Wales Women

Energia Park

14th

Supergrass

Olympia Theatre

14th

Guinness Pro14 - Munster V Southern Kings

Irish Independent Park - Cork

15th

Guinness Pro14 - Leinster V Cheetahs

RDS

16th

Grease in Concert

Bord Gáis Energy Theatre

Blood Brothers

Bord Gáis Energy Theatre

20th

3XE

The Alex Hotel

21st

Digital Media Awards

Clayton hotel

Jason Byrne

Vicar Street

22nd

Bellator MMA

3Arena

22nd

Guinness PRO14 - Ulster Rugby v Cheetahs

Kingspan Stadium - Belfast

2nd
1st - 2nd

18th - 29th

21st - 22nd

23rd

Kaiser Chiefs with special guests Razorlight

3Arena

23rd

Guinness Six Nations: Ireland v England

Twickenham Stadium, London

Virgin Media Dublin International Film Festival

Dublin

27th

2020 Unibet Premier League Darts

3Arena

28th

Guinness Pro14 - Leinster V Glasgow Warriors

RDS

29th

Gavin James

3Arena

26th - Mar 8th

MARCH
5th

Uefa Euro2021 Qualifier - Ireland Women V Greece Women

Tallaght Stadium

